The abdominal trouble that is most commonly referred to in Pepys's Diary is what he called "the wind colic." This is generally thought to have been renal colic because (a) he was found at necropsy to have a nest of stones in his left kidney, (b) he passed stones after attacks of colic at least once, and (c) he had had the famous operation for stone in the bladder just before the start of the Diary. No details are known of the precise nature of the operation, and nothing has been published in the way of critical speculation about it. He was naturally in constant dread of a recurrence, and consequently paid great attention to pains in the lower abdomen. His pains were of several different kinds.
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Pepys at the age of 33 with a copy of the manuscript of his song "Beauty Retire" in his hand. Painted by John Hayls in 1666. (Courtesy of the National Portrait Gallery.)
The first was genuine renal colic. He had an attack on 7 March 1665, with pain radiating to the left testis, confirmed by passing two stones: and another possible one, unconfirmed, on 7-8 July 1666.
He also had attacks of pain and swelling of the testis, always, when he noted the side, the right one. There was definitely swelling on 10 Pepys believed that taking cold acted by causing wind, either in his bowels or elsewhere, and that the wind rose to whatever part of the body was uppermost. He attributed Lord Sandwich's illness at Alicante, which was probably dysentery, to "wind got into the muscles of his right side" (14 August 1661). All this is hardly to be wondered at when the doctors themselves told him that "cold breeds wind" (14 August 1664). He was equally convinced that breaking wind was the essential preliminary to a cure. 2 Those who remember the era of that once so common and fashionable illness the "mucous colitis" or "spastic colon" may He sometimes confused other troubles with the wind colicfor instance:
(1) With the abdominal and general discomfort associated with delayed or inadequate meals (7 July 1663, 4 March, 13 May, and 4 December 1665, 3 April 1668, and 8 February 1669). This is useful, because most of us have experienced these symptoms, and they therefore provide a yardstick to indicate how unpleasant the colic was.
(2) He called obvious attacks of gastroenteritis wind colic (15 and 16 July 1666).
(3) On one occasion-"My great fit of the Cholique" 4 to 13 October 1663-he had what started like an attack of cystitis which developed into the usual colic with constipation. At the time of his recovery his bowels were opened, simply because he was well again, but he as usual took the effect of recovery for the cause.
(4) He sometimes attributed the colic to a return of the stone. The apprehension was only natural; moreover, the surgeon, Mr Hollyer, was sometimes not sure.
The annual incidence of Pepys's attacks of colic was: none in 1660, two in 1661, three in 1662, eight in 1663, nine in 1664, seven in 1665, four in 1666, two in 1667, and none in 1668 or 1669. The Diary makes it obvious that whereas when it started he was a cheerful, casual, easy-going, careless young man, he started a great personal reformation at the end of 1661, made solemn vows to avoid dissipation and to attend to business, took his vows more and more seriously, and worried over excuses for breaking them, had new troubles in May 1662, relapsed in his conduct in April 1663, and suffered a combination of domestic and professional worries at the same time. By the end of 1665 things were going much better, and despite plague and fire his personal life was easier and more settled. By 1669 all his enemies and rivals in the Navy Office were gone, and he was established and secure. Neurotic complaints are common in strong, vigorous, active young men-they are more full of fads and fancies than many would suspect, and neurotic symptoms may play an unexpectedly useful part in making the inner life tolerable.
Possible lead poisoning
It is notoriously risky to fly to neurotic explanations of complicated symptoms: it is so easy to make everything fit in with the diagnosis. But neurosis is very common, and in Pepys's case looks more likely to be the truth than other ingenious alternatives. But ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO Sir,-No one who passes through the streets of London can fail, especially in hot weather, to notice from time to time most unpleasant odours in localities where they might be least expected. I should say that these indescribable odours, which remind one more of the pig-tub than anything else, are particularly frequent in aristocratic quarters. Whether the agitation that attributes the offensive smells in London streets to the condition of the streets themselves is justified or not, I beg to draw the attention of your readers to the undoubted fact, that many of the vile odours complained of are due to the extreme carelessness of housekeepers in regard to their dust-bins, which are constantly made the receptacles of refuse that ought to be burnt by the cook, or be disposed of before it becomes a heap of reeking putrefaction. I think that the observer of London life will be able to confirm the remark, that wealth and education do not necessarily impart to ladies a knowledge of the condition of the basement of their house. (2) Making labels of graphs work for you (making mediocre data look like a breakthrough). We take the example of a randomised trial of malignant fungoma-a group of treated patients whose survival is compared to that in a randomised group of untreated controls. The uninspired author shows survival in years and obtains the following graph: 1955 1965 1975 1978 In the discussion, one should write the following interpretation: 
